
BETTER RESULTS WHEN YOU TREAT THE SOURCE 

Isn't it time for 
patients to get the 
care they want?

A Superior Solution 
For Men's Health

Li-SWT



The right care should 
include comprehensive 
urological evaluation. 

Men with sexual health issues are being influenced by 
direct-to-consumer marketing. They are looking for 
alternatives to PDE5i meds, injections, and penile implants. 
They’re searching for non-surgical procedures that are 
low-risk, convenient and provide spontaneity. 

Urologists are looking for evidence-based alternatives.
High level quality evidence is available!

Market trends and patterns of care are 
showing significant loss of opportunities 
for treating men with sexual health issues

Not only is this clinically 
concerning but it’s a loss of 
significant revenue. 
Urologists are losing 
$3,300 per patient!

(1) Weinberger JM, Shahinyan GK, Yang SC, Shahinyan RH, Mills JN, Eleswarapu SV. Shock wave 
therapy for erectile dysfunction: marketing and practice trends in major metropolitan areas in the 
United States. Urol Pract. 2022;9(3):212-218.

75%
of ED patients seeking 
shockwave therapy are NOT 
seen by a urologist and 
15% were NOT physicians.

Li-SWT



Attention 
American 
Urologists!

SoftWave TRT headquartered in Kennesaw, GA has been a leader 
and innovator in extracorporeal shockwave therapy since 2006 —
founded by urologists for urologists. SoftWave’s UroGold has 
been used and studied by major medical centers throughout 
the United States. 

The European Association of Urology 
Guidelines includes the use of Li-SWT 
as an alternative for patients with 
vasculogenic ED. 

The evidence is here. 
You don’t need to lose patients 
to a non-qualified provider.



RESEARCHED, TRUSTED & PROVEN

A preponderance of evidence continues to be 
published in academic journals worldwide 
documenting the efficacy and safety using 
Li-ESWT for vasculogenic ED

Shock Wave Therapy for Erectile Dysfunction: Patterns of Care and Efficacy By: 
Juan J. Andino, MD, MBA; Jeffrey C. Morrison, MD; Sriram Eleswarapu, MD; 
Jesse N. Mills, MD | Posted on: 01 Nov 2022

“Growing body of evidence 
showing benefits using Li-SWT

14 
Clinical Trials

6 
Randomized Trials

3 
Double Blind and Randomized

Li-SWT
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High level quality shockwave evidence 
has been published for vasculogenic ED

In my opinion, the data is strong 
enough to support offering Li-EWST 
as an option to men suffering with ED. 

I have used UroGold since 2018 and 
published my results in 2022 (1). I have a 
unique 3-6 treatment protocol and I am 
convinced this is a safe and effective 
treatment for patients in the U.S.

IRWIN GOLDSTEIN, MD
SAN DIEGO SEXUAL MEDICINE

1. Yih J, Goldstein S, Georgeon L, Ramirez R, Goldstein I. 318 Retrospective review of improvement of erectile
function after low intensity shockwave treatment with Urogold 100™. J Sex Med. 2020;17(suppl 1):S78.

2. Retrospective comparison of focused shockwave therapy and radial wave therapy for men with erectile
dysfunction Shannon S. Wu1^, Kyle J. Ericson2, Daniel A. Shoskes2

“

UroGold pre and post SHIM scores

(2)”

UroGold’s outcomes have been 
published demonstrating 

improvement in SHIM scores

Li-SWT



UroGold’s energy absorption is wide and deep 
resulting in superior tissue propagation

UroGold is a superior 
electrohydraulic Li-ESWT 
that has been proven to be 
effective and safe for patients 
suffering from ED. 

TRUSTED
RESEARCHED
EFFECTIVE

Energy delivered 
wider and 

deeper 
like no other

Li-SWT
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The patented parabolic reflector 
generates a primary and secondary wave 
that spreads the shockwave over a larger 
surface zone. 

UroGold’s proprietary 
electrohydraulic acoustic 
shockwave allows the energy 
to be applied over a large 
focused treatment area

BETTER PHYSICS. 
BETTER DESIGN. 
BETTER OUTCOMES. 

Maximum tissue penetration to enhance 
the biological effects 

Upon delivery, a cellular response is triggered activating 
the body’s natural healing process resulting:

Increased blood supply resulting in angiogenesis –
the formation of new blood vessels to increase 
blood flow into the penis

The proliferation of smooth muscle cells to 
restore tissue elasticity and support tissue 
remodeling and regeneration

Activation of endogenous growth factors

It starts with a spark. 

F2 F1
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UroGold delivers a TRUE extracorporeal 
electrohydraulic shockwave that 
penetrates wider and deeper. Flexible 
elastic membrane adapts optimally to 
the treatment area.

Shockwaves are acoustic pulses with high 
positive pressure, fast and steep rise time
followed by comparatively small negative 
pressure (tensile wave).

Radial devices deliver 
a pressure wave, 
NOT a shockwave. 

Radial pressure waves are acoustic 
pneumatic pulses with a low steeping 
effect, slow rise time with comparatively 
large negative pressure (tensile wave).

— the best choice.

Choose UroGold Li-SWT and get better results

SoftWave



Fewer treatments
Quick 10-15 minute treatment times
Non-invasive and effective
No side effects, pain-free 

Give back the spontaneity 
men are looking for

Long term solution—
Treats the cause, not only 
the symptoms

Patented technology and protocols 

Versatility and innovation that 
allows you to treat sexual health 
conditions for both men and women

A breakthrough in urology that is the solution 
to treat men and grow your practice

The energy to make 
things happen fits 
right in your hand  

Quality research is available

Evidence is growing rapidly

EUA has established 
guidelines for Li-ESWT

Trained physicians in 
urological disease are using 
it in the U.S.

Men are looking for a solution 
that doesn’t involve pills, 
injections or surgery.

The time is right.

Li-SWT
Schedule a 
call today

https://calendly.com/jwarlick-1/30min
https://calendly.com/jwarlick-1/30min


FOR:
- Improved blood supply
- Activation of connective tissue
- Temporary pain relief
- Treatment of chronic diabetic foot ulcersCLEARED

Why wait any longer to add quality 
care that men are searching for? 

UroGold Works. Patient outcomes 
and satisfaction are outstanding. It 
was convenient and simple to 
implement into my practice. The 
opportunity to offer my patients a 
safe and effective solution that they 
want has been a Game Changer for 
my practice.
EDWARD KARPMAN, MD

RESEARCHED   TRUSTED   EFFECTIVE

Improve your productivity and profitability 
by offering UroGold

www.SoftWaveTRT.com

info@softwavetrt.com

Patent No. US 11,389,372 B2
& Patents pending 

Li-SWT

Schedule a 
call today

http://www.softwavetrt.com/
https://calendly.com/jwarlick-1/30min
https://calendly.com/jwarlick-1/30min

